PRESS RELEASE

Mission Possible: uniscon presents highly secure cloud services
at Cloud Expo in London
February 14, 2020 – Munich. Will 2020 be the year of the IoT? The Swiss business association Swico
has followed the most important global technology trends in the third edition of its “House View”
report. All industries seem to agree on one thing: The global trend leader is the Internet of Things
(IoT)1. In fact, global sales in this area are expected to reach over $800 billion this year.
However, companies still face complex challenges when implementing IoT projects. According to
experts, IT security concerns represent one of the biggest obstacles.2
The Munich-based TÜV SÜD subsidiary uniscon now wants to address these concerns: At the Cloud
Expo Europe in London on March 11 and 12, 2020, the IT security specialists will be exhibiting and
presenting their highly secure cloud Business solutions.
How does the cloud protect data and applications?
uniscon’s sealed platform®, a cloud platform with a uniquely high level of security, protects both data
and applications of all industries and sectors with a variety of technical measures that prevent
unauthorized access. uniscon CEO Karl Altmann explains: "All data is reliably protected during
processing, storage and transmission—also against possible insider attacks due to the abuse of
privileged access.”
The operator-safe sealed platform® is available as a private or public cloud and is suitable for all types
of applications in which safety-critical data is collected, transmitted or processed. Potential users
include companies with their own data center or cloud, as well as platform, telco and fintech providers,
and independent software vendors.
Come and meet us!
Visit us on March 11th and 12th, 2020 at ExCel London (booth C1316) to learn more
Jörg Horn, Global Head of Business Development, present how uniscon's cloud solutions help
companies meet regulatory requirements and reduce cloud risks.
Title: "Beyond data encryption. How uniscon’s sealed platform® for confidential cloud
computing helps organizations ensure regulatory compliance and mitigate cloud computing
risks."
When: March 11th, 12:35 p.m.
Where: Data protection, encryption and privacy stream
You can find more information about our presence at Cloud Expo Europe here.
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https://www.swico.ch/de/news/detail/swico-house-view-2020
https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prEUR145546419
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uniscon — a company of the TÜV SÜD Group
uniscon GmbH is a company of the TÜV SÜD Group. As part of TÜV SÜD’s digitalization strategy, uniscon offers high-security
cloud applications and solutions for secure, legally compliant data traffic. TÜV SÜD is one of the world’s leading technical
service providers with over 150 years of industry-specific experience and more than 24,000 employees at around 1,000
locations in 54 countries. Within this strong network, uniscon is able to reliably implement large-scale international projects
in the IoT and Industry 4.0 sectors with the Sealed Cloud and its products.
Further information on partners and products: www.uniscon.com
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